About Staging Concepts

Staging Concepts is an industry leader in designing and manufacturing superior staging solutions. Our vast product line consists of portable stages, seating risers, acoustical shells, orchestra pit fillers, barricades, guardrails, and VIP sections - all that accommodate the needs of multiple markets. Primary markets include performing art centers, sports stadiums, hospitality venues, and worship halls.

But our expertise spans beyond our standard product line. We provide elite, custom solutions to entertainment venues all across the globe. In fact, the project does not need to include staging equipment in order to involve us. Our expert design engineers are capable of turning the impossible into the possible and transforming your vision into a reality, no matter the size or shape of your project.

Turnkey Solutions

Staging Concepts has a wide range of innovative and custom specialties to make your custom solution stand out in a crowd.

Architecturally Sensitive Structural Elements

Engineered Structural Canopies

Structural Seating & Platform Components

Permanent Stadium Seating

Architectural Engineered Features

Aluminum Topiary Structures
Elevating experiences since 1990.

Superior solutions
**Custom Project Examples**

**Ecolab Headquarters**  
*St. Paul, MN*

- Custom rotating doors with glass infills
- 13 doors installed - all doors are 14’ tall
- Designed to darken the room
- Easily transforms the room’s function from a cafeteria to a presentation hall

**11 Times Square**  
*New York City, NY*

- 60’ x 30’ x 20’ high steel enclosure
- Designed for paddle tennis court on top of a Manhattan skyscraper
- Accelerated schedule - four months from initial design to completion

**Jacksonville State University**  
*Jacksonville, AL*

- Basketball arena seating renovation
- Improved sight-line for fans
- Accelerated schedule - five months from initial design to completion

**DC United Football Stadium**  
*Washington, D.C.*

- 60’ tall perforated metal panel wall
- Aluminum tubes with perforated aluminum panels
- Steel supports installed
- Custom panels used to follow the contour of the seating bowl
Value Add Services

Project Capabilities

Preconstruction

Budgeting, digital takeoffs, turnkey proposals to plans and spec, and design assist engineering.

Design & Engineering

40+ degreed engineers (4 PE’s) on staff utilizing 3D modeling with capability to provide stamped calculations within 50 states + international.

Project Management

Experienced, committed, communicative, and efficient project management staff.

Manufacturing + Installation

More than 150,000 sq. ft. facility providing a high degree of quality and control. In-house installation crew + use of qualified sub-contractors and local labor.

Design Approach

Traditional Design Approach

Architect / Consultant Design → General Contractor → Engineer → Installer → Fabricator → Potential Bidders

Potential Bidders

Staging Concepts Design Assist


- Cost Savings
- Time Savings
- Design Exceeds Consultant’s Intent